Per un nuovo glossario di biblioteconomia e di scienza dell’informazione
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ABSTRACT: In this paper we propose the development of a new Italian glossary of Librarianship and Information Science. Based on some current terminological works in the area of Italian linguistics and considering the state of the art of important European initiatives, this type of glossary intends to share the expertise of specialists coming from different contexts (universities, research centres, scientific and professional associations, libraries), maximizing a multidisciplinary approach. The aim of this work is to facilitate knowledge management and transfer both in the Italian and European context. For this purpose, some important elements have been considered such as the rapidity of the evolution in the field of Librarianship and Information Science; the comparison with the complex disciplinary sector of Aerospace; the role of the stakeholders and an innovative approach to the partnership as proposed by the “Triple Helix” model, with its emphasis on the crossing of elements from several sectors.
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1. Introduzione

Negli ultimi trent’anni, nello scenario italiano delle discipline bibliotecconomiche e di scienza dell’informazione, sono stati realizzati due glossari e alcuni altri strumenti terminologici di riferimento per la comunità professionale1. Questi lavori hanno incrociato l’ampio sviluppo su scala interna-